PA RT N E R S O LU T I O N B R I E F

Lightning Fast, Simple And CostEffective Data Migrations To Wasabi
Data is growing globally at a rate of 19.2 percent between 2020 and 2025.

K E Y F E AT U R E S
•

Seamlessly migrate from any
storage platform

•

Rapid data migrations of up to
100TB/day

•

Fully hosted and managed, no
infrastructure required

•

Free data discovery scan and
pre-migration assessment with
full reporting and analytics

Due to this growing demand, organizations are becoming aware of the true
cost of maintaining their data as well the impact that losing their data can
have. Organizations are looking for alternatives that provide a high-quality
experience but at more affordable rates, or a location to backup and archive
data that is no longer required on other platforms.
Movebot has been architectured and designed to offer a seamless, rapid
migration experience regardless of source location. Movebot is capable of
transferring an organization’s data from an object storage bucket, a traditional
file server or an enterprise collaboration suite. Movebot keeps it simple
through its intuitive and user-friendly interface, and makes it easy to transfer
data at lightning speeds into Wasabi no matter the source location, all without

BENEFITS
•

Decrease the speed of Wasabi
adoption through rapid data
transfer

•

Reduce risk associated with
data transfer

•

Full visibility and
comprehension of data across
entire infrastructure and
platforms

•

Offload data from expensive
storage to low-cost and durable
archival solution

the headaches that come with running your own infrastructure.
This joint solution is ideal for enterprises who are already in the cloud and
those just starting their cloud journey. Movebot can assist in moving data
from one cloud storage service to another, or from local storage to the cloud.
Movebot makes the ordinarily slow and bandwidth-intensive process quick
and easy, with the ability to move up to 100 TB of data per day.

Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Delivers
Breakthrough Economics and Performance
Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering low-cost, fast, and
reliable cloud storage on-demand. Wasabi’s solution is 80% less expensive
and is faster than first-generation cloud vendors. Wasabi hot cloud storage
is designed with eleven nines (99.999999999%) of object durability and data
immutability that guarantees stored objects cannot be deleted or modified by
anyone. Not only is Wasabi 80% less expensive to store data than traditional
cloud providers, but there are also no fees for egress or API requests. Wasabi
keeps all data “hot” so it can be accessed in milliseconds. All Movebot and
Wasabi customers can treat their data as hot data, so they can shorten
upload windows and quickly access their data for faster restore times.
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WASABI PARTNER SOLUTION BRIEF: Movebot and Wasabi

Wasabi + Movebot solution diagram

ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi provides simple, predictable and affordable hot cloud storage for businesses all over the world. It enables
organizations to store and instantly access an unlimited amount of data at 1/5th the price of the competition with no complex
tiers or unpredictable egress fees. Trusted by tens of thousands of customers worldwide, Wasabi has been recognized as one
of technology’s fastest-growing and most visionary companies. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage pioneers
David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston.
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